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This section gives you a brief introduction to the BlackBerry Native SDKs. It also lists the various
tools that you can use. What's New in This Release 3D Graphics Support for Embedded Linux
Devices 3D Graphics support for Embedded Linux devices has been added to BlackBerry Native
SDK 3.1 and later. The BlackBerry Native SDKs are optimized to support a range of devices,
including BlackBerry smartphones, BlackBerry Tablet PCs, and BlackBerry PlayBook tablets. The
BlackBerry Tablet PC SDK is optimized to support the BlackBerry PlayBook tablet and its
touchscreen features. The BlackBerry PlayBook SDK is optimized to support the BlackBerry
PlayBook tablet. The WebWorks Developer Tools are based on WebKit and support touch and
multitouch events. This section lists the tools available to develop applications for the BlackBerry
Tablet PC, BlackBerry PlayBook tablet, and BlackBerry smartphones. BlackBerry Tablet PC
Developer Tools Overview The BlackBerry Tablet PC Developer Tools include the ability to
design applications in HTML5. They enable you to build applications that can run on the
BlackBerry Tablet PC. You can build and test your applications in either Visual Web Designer or
BlackBerry WebWorks HTML5 Application Builder. The BlackBerry Tablet PC Tools include all
of the BlackBerry WebWorks tools, as well as the BlackBerry Developer WebWorks JavaScript
Library, which lets you use HTML5 and JavaScript to build rich application user interfaces for the
BlackBerry Tablet PC. The BlackBerry PlayBook Tools are based on the WebKit framework and
support touch and multitouch events. The BlackBerry Mobile Application Environment
(BlackBerry MAE) helps you develop applications for all BlackBerry smartphones and
BlackBerry Tablet PCs using the same tools. You can build the same applications on a BlackBerry
smartphone, BlackBerry Tablet PC, or BlackBerry PlayBook device. First, you'll get a quick
introduction to the BlackBerry Mobile Application Environment and the tools that are included
with it. Then, you'll learn more about how to use the BlackBerry Mobile Application Environment
and the tools that are included with it. The BlackBerry Mobile Application Environment
(BlackBerry MAE) is a software development kit that enables you to develop applications for the
BlackBerry smartphone, BlackBerry Tablet PC, and BlackBerry PlayBook tablet. The BlackBerry
Mobile Application Environment (BlackBerry MAE) is a software development kit that enables
you to develop applications for the BlackBerry smartphone, BlackBerry Tablet PC, and
BlackBerry PlayBook tablet. BlackBerry OS The BlackBerry OS includes a range of software and
tools that you can use to develop, test, and publish your applications to the BlackBerry
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#ifndef KEYMACRO_H_ #define KEYMACRO_H_ //
----------------------------------------------------------------------- //
----------------------------------------------------------------------- // Copyright (c) 2009-2011 The
Blackberry Company // // Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); // you
may not use this file except in compliance with the License. // You may obtain a copy of the
License at // // // // Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software //
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, // WITHOUT WARRANTIES
OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. // See the License for the specific
language governing permissions and // limitations under the License. //
----------------------------------------------------------------------- //
----------------------------------------------------------------------- class KEYMACRO_EXPORT
QKeyCode : public QString { public: QKeyCode(QString str); static QKeyCode
toQtKeyCode(qint32 code); QString unicode() const; qint32 code() const; static QKeyCode
fromQtKeyCode(qint32 key); }; class KEYMACRO_EXPORT QKey : public QString { public:
static const QKeyMap qtKeyMap; static const QKeyMap qtKeyMap0; static const QKeyMap
qtKeyMap1; static const QKeyMap qtKeyMap2; static const QKeyMap qtKeyMap3; static const
QKeyMap qtKeyMap4; static const QKeyMap qtKeyMap5; static const QKeyMap qtKeyMap6;
static const QKeyMap qtKeyMap7; static const QKeyMap qtKeyMap8; static const QKeyMap
qtKeyMap9; static const QKeyMap qtKeyMap10; static const QKeyMap qtKeyMap11; static
const QKeyMap qtKeyMap 77a5ca646e
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The BlackBerry Native SDK features a new Java development model that allows developers to
build applications and games for the BlackBerry PlayBook tablet. Native SDK developers can take
advantage of the full functionality of the BlackBerry PlayBook tablet hardware, including
accelerometer, bluetooth, compass, GPS, touch screen, Wi-Fi, and GPS. Developing native
applications for the BlackBerry PlayBook tablet is a good approach for developers seeking the
best experience for their customers. Native applications can be deployed as standalone
applications on the PlayBook tablet, as web applications, or as a combination of both, depending
on the developer's needs. The BlackBerry Native SDK includes the following features and tools:
The BlackBerry Compiler, which converts Java code into the BlackBerry Native SDK's native
development language, the BlackBerry Runtime Environment, and the BlackBerry Native Image
Format. The BlackBerry QNX Momentics IDE, which provides a visual development environment
that is similar to Microsoft Visual Studio. The BlackBerry QNX Momentics IDE includes a built-
in code explorer, an integrated debugger, source control support, and code navigation tools. A
library of native BlackBerry Native Image Format files containing native Java code that can be
used to create applications for the BlackBerry PlayBook tablet. The BlackBerry Native SDK
requires the BlackBerry Runtime Environment version 10.0.0. The BlackBerry PlayBook tablet
can be purchased at BlackBerry.com or through select retailers. Developers can download the
BlackBerry Native SDK from the BlackBerry Developer Portal. Developers who have not yet
signed up for the BlackBerry Developer Portal may do so from here. To develop native
BlackBerry PlayBook applications, you need to install the BlackBerry Native SDK on your
computer. You can then run the SDK and tools on your computer and the BlackBerry PlayBook
tablet. The BlackBerry PlayBook tablet hardware must be attached to your computer for these
tools to run on your tablet. In this video, you'll see how to attach the BlackBerry PlayBook tablet
to a Windows or Linux computer. Please visit for more information. The BlackBerry World App
Catalog has over 7 million apps in the BlackBerry World App Catalog and the BlackBerry World
app market is growing at a rate of more than 25,000 apps a day. The BlackBerry World app store
is the easiest way to discover the latest and greatest apps and games for BlackBerry PlayBook
tablets. There are more than 7 million apps in the BlackBerry World App Catalog and the
BlackBerry World app market is growing at a rate of more than 25,000 apps

What's New in the BlackBerry Native SDK?

... The BlackBerry PlayBook Native SDK includes the tools that you will need to start building
applications for the BlackBerry PlayBook tablet, including a compiler, a linker, libraries, the QNX
Momentics IDE, and command line tools. When it comes to testing your application, you can test
it using a BlackBerry PlayBook tablet or the BlackBerry Tablet Simulator. Occasionally, various
testing environments might require additional steps compared to other ones, so developers can
choose their preferred tools. BlackBerry PlayBook native SDK for Windows BlackBerry
PlayBook native SDK for Windows BlackBerry PlayBook native SDK for Mac OS BlackBerry
PlayBook native SDK for Mac OS Developers who want to release a version for the PlayBook
tablet should obtain the BlackBerry Native SDK, which provides access to all of the device's SDK
capabilities, including the tools that you need to develop PlayBook applications. NOTE: The
BlackBerry Tablet SDK and PlayBook SDK are separate downloads. The BlackBerry Tablet SDK
is for devices running on the Android, Linux, or Symbian operating systems. The PlayBook SDK
is for devices running on the BlackBerry QNX operating system. BlackBerry Native SDK for
Windows The BlackBerry Native SDK for Windows is a versatile platform-independent toolkit
for BlackBerry development. Using the BlackBerry Native SDK for Windows, developers can
write applications for the BlackBerry Tablet, which runs on the Android, Linux, and Symbian
operating systems. The BlackBerry Native SDK for Windows includes a BlackBerry Simulator,
which provides API testing on the PlayBook tablet. The BlackBerry Tablet Simulator is an API
testing environment that mirrors the functionality of the actual PlayBook tablet. Using the
BlackBerry Tablet Simulator, you can test applications without the need for a physical PlayBook
tablet. BlackBerry native SDK for Mac OS BlackBerry PlayBook native SDK for Mac OS The
BlackBerry Native SDK for Mac OS provides developers with the tools they need to build native
BlackBerry applications on Mac OS X. Using the BlackBerry Native SDK for Mac OS, developers
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can write applications for the BlackBerry Tablet, which runs on the Android, Linux, and Symbian
operating systems. The BlackBerry Native SDK for Mac OS includes a BlackBerry Simulator,
which provides API testing on the PlayBook tablet. The BlackBerry Tablet Simulator is an API
testing environment that mirrors the functionality of the actual PlayBook tablet. Using the
BlackBerry Tablet Simulator, you can test applications without the need for a physical PlayBook
tablet. Developers who want to release a version for the PlayBook tablet should obtain the
BlackBerry Native SDK, which provides access to all of the device's SDK capabilities, including
the tools that you need to develop PlayBook applications. NOTE: The BlackBerry Tablet SDK and
PlayBook SDK are separate downloads. The BlackBerry Tablet SDK is for devices running on the
Android, Linux, or Symbian operating systems. The PlayBook SDK is for devices running on the
BlackBerry QNX operating system.
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System Requirements:

The minimum requirements for the game are an Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU with 2.3 GHz
processor speed or AMD Phenom(R) II CPU with 2.4 GHz processor speed and 1 GB RAM. A
3D graphics card with 256 MB graphics memory is highly recommended. A Dual Core CPU and a
Single Core CPU are supported, however, the game will run better on a dual core. How to install:
1. Download the game from the official website (
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